Correction: IR820 covalently linked with self-assembled polypeptide for photothermal therapy applications in cancer
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Correction for ‘IR820 covalently linked with self-assembled polypeptide for photothermal therapy applications in cancer’ by Kaizong Huang et al., Biomater. Sci., 2018, 6, 2925–2931.

The authors regret the incorrect order of affiliations in the original manuscript. The corrected order of affiliations and updated citations are shown above.

The authors also regret the inclusion of an incorrect version of the acknowledgements section. The corrected acknowledgements section is shown below.

This investigation was financially funded by the National Key Research and Development Plan of China (2017YFA0506002, 2017YFA0104301), the Departments of Science and Technology of Jiangsu Province (BK20171202, BZ2017018, BRA2017347) and Shenzhen (JCYJ20160331152141936), and the Science Development Foundation of Nanjing Medical University (No. 2017NJMU120).

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.